China’s Energy Performance Contracting (EPC) market represents a dynamic and growing business opportunity for U.S. companies in the engineering, design, heating, and power, construction, and water management industries. Based on the latest reports on the 13th Five-Year Plan, the Chinese government has committed to driving more investments in the energy conservation and emission reduction sectors. Clear Chinese standards and policies, as well as the promotion of U.S. technologies and products in the EPC sector, will be necessary for a robust Chinese market.

In 2017, under the U.S.-China Climate Change Working Group, ECP organized a networking workshop to emphasize the importance of the energy efficiency monitoring & verification (M&V) standard and to share U.S. energy efficiency M&V standards tools. This year, ECP will bring more U.S. technology and solution providers to access the growing energy efficiency market in China to provide greater EPC networking opportunities. Topics of focus will include 2018 pilot project opportunities and partnerships, key factors affecting EPC success and M&V and project aggregation.

To learn more about the U.S.-China Standards and Conformance Cooperation Program or to sponsor or participate in a workshop, please visit our website.